Message 106
Bois de Vincennes, (Forest of Vincennes), 12 Nov. 2006
A REQUEST TO ALL MEN AND WOMEN.
OF UNDERSTANDING ON THIS PLANET
Deepest dimension of religious and spiritual awareness doesn't ever demand
expressions. In the movement of that depth the ''I'', the ''me" that wishes to
express itself in special constumes or caps or marks or hair-locks or titles or
name-changing or hierarchy in religious organisation, doesn't exist at all !
Religion is something that is most holy; that is the most sacred thing in life
and, if you (mind) have made a mess of your life by the baloneys and the
belief-systems of society and its horrible religions or its sects or its cults or
''spirituality'' or its ''cosmic homes'' or its ''miracles'' or its ''astral travels'' or
its ''kundalini experience'' and so on to perpetuate & promote the illusion ''I'',
then change it for God's sake! Change it today, not tomorrow. Be available
to the awareness of facts and actuality - not remain asleep in fragmentations
and assumptions. The ''I'', the ''me'' is always asleep. Let life see this, and
wake up. If you are uncertain, find out why and be certain. If your thinking
is not straight, think straight and be awake. Unless all this is prepared, all
that is settled, you (life) can't enter into the deepest dimension of religion
and creation.
When there is this concentration of energy, which is the outcome of no effort,
and when that energy has no motive whatsoever, at that moment there is the
depth of religious awareness which is not a product of the separative
consciousness. Meditation is the release of that religious energy, which is
possible only where there is love. Religion is something that has no relationship
with knowledge from ''religious books and scriptures''.
JAI MEN & WOMEN OF UNDERSTANDING.

